Characteristics of dimer formation, excision and DNA strand growth in Yoshida sensitive and resistant cells after ultraviolet irradiation.
The sedimentation properties of the nascent DNA of Yoshida sarcoma cells, sensitive and resistant to methylene dimethane sulphonate and cross-resistant to U.V. light, have been studied after irradiation with U.V. light at 11 and 22J/m2. It has been shown that the DNA formed immediately after irradiation with 11J/m2 is some eight to nine times longer than the calculated inter--dimer distance in both cell-lines. Differences were, however, observed between the two cell-lines, in that the absence of excision of dimers in the sensitive cells was accompanied by the formation of a DNA component of low molecular weight, whereas excision in the resistant line was not so accompanied. There are some similarities between the Yoshida tumour line sensitive to methylene dimethane sulphonate and the U.V.-sensitive line of Xeroderma pigmentosum.